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EXHIBITION STATEMENT 

 

As a young Kuwaiti artist, Latifa Alajlan takes on the social and political history of her country as 
a starting point for a practice equally engaged with pure form.  And hers is not a didactic call to 
arms, but rather through rich abstractions, she speaks to the contradictions of modernity and 
tradition that undergird many of the conflicts in the region, particularly the condition of being a 
modern woman in a conservative, male-dominated culture. Her paintings’ foundations of sand, 
clay, and building materials are synecdoches for the many mosques and historical sites in her 
native Kuwait. Ornamental textures made from the stencils of Islamic patterns fortify the 
reference. The artist's sensual strokes of gestural paint and dancing graphic lines counter the 
centricity of masculinity in Kuwait. Alajlan’s contrast of traditional symbolism with 20th-century 
strategies of self-expressive gestural abstraction (the latter informed by New York School’s 
Joan Mitchell and Lee Krasner) metaphorically allows her, in the 21st century, to reinscribe the 
political with the personal. 

There are paintings here that are dark, thick, and layered with vestiges of memories and 
expressions of feelings. One stroke builds on the next in a bold conversation in paint as the 
artist moves her hand across the surface in response to inner thoughts, experiences, and 
emotions. Some works are lighter in hue and more ethereal, revealing more of the canvas’s 
support with marks and shapes seemingly floating on aqueous pools. At the same time, other 
paintings are heavier fields of encrusted material, analogous to facades that dot the Middle 
East. Several grisaille drawings yield raw displays of her process—dripping, puddling, staining, 
and stenciling. The black, white, and gray palette is a palimpsest of control and release, freedom 
and constraint, the dynamic that preoccupies Alajlan in her practice that conjures the 
complexities of identity, gender, and nationhood. 
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